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WINDMILLS AND PINWHEELS
BLOCK 1 CENTER BLOCK

This block uses Fabrics 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS (All fabric cuts 
are based on 42” WOF)

Fabric 1 cut:
(1) 4-7/8” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into (8) 4-7/8”
squares then cut each square once diagonally
into (16) HST.
OR (Use die #3 and cut (16) HST.)

Fabric 2 cut:
(1) 5-1/4” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into (4) 5-1/4”
squares. Cut each square twice diagonally into
(16) QST.
OR (Use die #4  and cut (16) QST.)

Fabric 3 cut:
(1) 5-1/4” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into (1) 5-1/4”
square. Cut square twice diagonally into (4)
QST.
OR (Use die #4 and cut (4) QST.)

Fabric 4 cut:
(1) 5-1/4” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into (3) 5-1/4”
squares. Cut each square twice diagonally into
(12) QST.
OR (Use die #4 and cut (12) QST.)

Fabric 5 cut: 
(2) 12-3/8” squares. Cut both once  diagonally
to create (4) HST.

CENTER BLOCK CONSTRUCTION 

1. Sew the short ends of the 5-1/4”
Fabric 2 and Fabric 4 QSTS, with Fabric
2 on the left side. Press to dark fabric.
Make (3) QST units.

2. Sew the short ends of the
5-1/4” Fabric 2 and Fabric 3
QST, with Fabric 2 on the left
side. Press to dark fabric. Make
(1) QST unit.

3. Sew the 4-7/8” Fabric
1 HST to each of the QST
units. Press to HST.  Square
should equal 4-1/2”. Trim if
necessary.

4. Sew the (4) pieced squares together, rotat-
ing sections to create the block. Sew pairs to-
gether matching center seams, then sew
rows together. Pay attention to fabric
placement. Press seams towards the HST.
(Twist seam on back to reduce bulk.) Block
should equal 8-1/2”. Trim if necessary.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 to
create (4) total blocks.

6. Sew the (4) blocks together making sure
that the Fabric 3 patch is in the center of the
block. Sew blocks across matching seams,
then sew rows together matching seams. Press
seams clockwise or counter-clockwise twisting
seam on back to reduce bulk.  Block should
equal 16-1/2”.
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7. Sew the 12-3/8” Fabric 5 HST to each side of
the center pieced square. Press to HST. Center
block should equal 23-1/4”. Trim if necessary.
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